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he sent me the code he had created and i came up with the idea of a password generator using the
gravity simulation he had created. he was very interested in my concept. so here it is. the first thing
you should do is sign up at pwizard and enter your email and a pwizard will be sent to you. no email
address is needed. hello, this is professor heinz wolff. i am not really a guide or anything like that,
but just a guy that loves fiddling with the worlds most important physics equation. the wolff gravity
equation, or in short wge has been essential for much of the advancement of humanity. many of
the most important inventions of the past hundred years are based on the wge and its derivative
equations. the wge was created by prof. heinz wolff back in the 20th century and has stood the test
of time. the wge was never properly codified and there are still many questions that need to be
answered about it. unfortunately, the wge is extremely hard to master. it is as complicated as most
other physics equations, but some things can be said about it. for instance, it is a differential
equation. if you are unfamiliar with that then you may wish to read up a bit more on it before
continuing. professor heinz wolff is a german professor of physics at the max planck institute in
munich. he has the ability to influence people through his telekinetic skills, but is usually called
professor wolff. this tutorial is an attempt to determine the nuclear force needed to accelerate a
mass to the speed of light by performing a gravity walk. the machine is called pachy-possum and it
is the result of a joke on the internet.
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